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VTCC is the acronym for 

Experience Tunisia in a motorhome 
VTCC is a structure that creates events and trips throughout Tunisia; its headquarters is located at Avenue 

Casablanca N°5, Bordj Cédria 2084, Tunis. 

Telephone: (+216) 24 447 765 

E-mail: vtcc.cipama@gmail.com 

Internet: www.vtcc.onweb.it 

 

VTCC organizes special and exclusive trips and events throughout Tunisia, for tourists traveling alone or in small groups 

or groups of 20 - 40 people max. 

Our targets: Customers who like to travel by motorbike, car and / or 4x4, caravan, motorhome or bus receive all the 

attention and services of the highest quality that only experience and deep knowledge of the territory and its inhabitants 

can guarantee. 

Logistics: Every place, every stop, even those that seem random, such as refuelling or small regenerative stops, are 

carefully studied and evaluated according to customer needs. Driving a convoy of 12 motorhomes involves choices 

substantially different from those of a column of five off-road cars or a bus. 

Depending on the tour, we take care of all relationships with suppliers of alternative and evocative vehicles such as camels, 

donkeys, mules and 4x4 vehicles, all to ensure the comfort, safety and reliability of the tour. 

 

How do we proceed? 

 

For each convoy or each guest, we study and propose itineraries in the most interesting cultural and tourist places in 

Tunisia such as: 

 cities of historical importance 

 the country's tourist treasures 

 natural beauties 

 itinerant stays that allow a wide contact with a people with ancestral traditions 

In practice, all places that leave fabulous and indelible images and memories. 

 

Itineraries in the most interesting places of culture and tourism in Tunisia such as cities with historical traditions, the 

country's hidden tourist treasures, beautiful landscapes and thematic tourist stays. 

The overnight stop is at high and very high quality campsites, hotels and riads. The selection is based on the type of 

welcome, logistical comfort, cleanliness and food quality, in order to have maximum comfort and easy access to the 

country's natural and architectural wonders. 

 

We will take you to characteristic restaurants to taste the best specialities of our cuisine, advising you if you prefer the 

best street foods, drinks and essential oils for body care and beauty. 

 

Our proposal is based on predetermined itineraries with fixed dates, but our local expertise and knowledge of folk events 

allows us to offer personalized tours, for which you can request the start and end date of the trip, the places you want to 

visit all according to your exclusive taste and desire. 

 

The continuous search for new sites related to history, nature and the protection of the planet, as well as the protection 

of threatened wildlife, will allow you to retrace places already visited with a fresh perspective and different and surprising 

points of view. 
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We select and offer the best folk events, the best parties, valuable crafts, suggesting with the greatest discretion what is 

best for your shopping. 

We can also organize excursions in Quad, 4x4, camels and mules on request. 

 

What do our circuits include? 
 

 A selected and qualified team that supports the group 24 hours a day 

 Small gifts and souvenirs 

 Sea crossings (Italy / Tunisia / Italy) 

 Nights in rest areas and safe campsites (water and electricity supply according to availability) 

 Night guards and Body Gard if necessary 

 Excursions included in each program (bus, 4x4, animal rides, boat etc...) 

 Traditional country meals (depending on the program) 

 Visits to paying places 

 Guided tours (national guides) 

 

We are really eager to develop a "tailor-made" tourism, which takes into account the needs of our guests, 

respecting the country that welcomes us, the habits and customs of the inhabitants regardless of their social 

class. 

 


